


I Must Be Streaming

An essay by Julie Hollenbach

Fool’s Gold (2020) — a 12 foot tall lightning bolt made of vibrant green 
AstroTurf —crowns the Reynolds Gallery’s entryway into Kelowna-based 
artist Jorden Doody’s exhibition I Must Be Streaming. The bolt juts down 
from the ceiling as an imposing electric strike suspended in the moment 
before its dynamic crash. The lightening bolt is cordoned off behind a 
white picket fence. The piece is a poison apple; the luscious long-pile 
fake grass conjures the middle-class dream of suburban abundance and 
the promise of greener pastures, while the eery glow of the impending 
lightning crash warns of the dangers entrenched in many products that 
promise to be environmentally conscious and “Green.” While AstroTurf 
was patented in the 1960s as a cost- and water-saving alternative to 
real grass, today’s synthetic grasses, made of polyethylene or nylon, 
are petroleum products that produce a large amount of toxic pollution 
in the manufacturing process and eventually end up in a landfill after a 
decade or so of use. With Fool’s Gold, and indeed throughout I Must Be 
Streaming, Doody centres disappointment and disenfranchisement as a 
feeling that permeates her experience of the everyday.

Saturated (2020) also speaks to disposability and waste in contemporary 
consumer culture. This work is a giant person-sized toilet roll made of 
quilted fabric with a hand-painted pattern across each plush sheet. The 
pattern is comprised of various blue symbols referencing extractive and 
exploitive industries. For example, the diamond represents extraction 
mining, the shell signifies fossil fuel industries, and the signature icons 
from luxury bag designer Louis Vuitton’s recognizable pattern point 
toward consumer greed and the exploitative practices of the luxury goods 
and fashion industry. Today, brands appeal to consumers on moral and 
ethical grounds, disguising truths about environmental and social impacts 
of manufacture and consumption with misdirection and promises of “the 
good life” (for some).  

Painted on each gallery wall is a net mural in a deep, Yves Klein-esque 
blue, a nod to the internet and the world wide web. This poses an 
important intervention into the white cube gallery, catching visitors when 
they enter the space, and stopping them from spinning out into the white 
alabaster abyss. American art critic Brian O’Doherty theorized in the 
1970s about the visual centricity of Western culture. Over the last 100 
years, Western modern art has created a visual discourse that privileges 
sight over all other bodily senses, refining those engaging with art into 
neutral “viewers.” Doody’s net mural, a reference to both physical and 
virtual realms, contains the art viewer’s eye and grounds the visitor’s 
body in the exhibition’s here and now.



In a work that speaks to the disembodied and alienated state of 
contemporary relationality, i feel u (2019) blows up a common blasé 
text message sentiment to giant proportions. The huge black faux fur 
letters are raised off the wall, the font is reminiscent of text messages 
on a smartphone screen. The effect is arresting and provocative. Unlike 
the tiny scrolling text messages that slide across phone screens, Doody’s 
message drags. Too big to dismiss with a swipe, the shaggy fur leaps out 
toward the visitor, while dramatic spot lighting casts the furry letters with 
long tendril-like shadows. i feel u is simultaneously hopeful and ominous; 
the playfulness of the fun fur contrasts the imposing presentation of the 
text, hinting toward the messy overlap between desire and alienation. 
The piece articulates a wish to connect and relate — to “feel” — with 
the multitudes of strangers that move around us in our physical and 
virtual worlds each day like a fast-flowing stream. It also alludes to the 
sense of terror at being known in an anonymous world where it can feel 
increasingly unsafe to be vulnerable and seen. 

Indeed, many people have felt hurt by the words or actions of strangers 
they’ve never met. Heartfelt (2019) is a meditation on cyber bullying. 
A six-foot, ruby-red, felted heart hangs from the ceiling by a thick gold 
chain, reminiscent of a sentimental locket pendant on a necklace hanging 
close to the wearer’s heart. The work is a comfort and a catharsis; with 
its body-sized proportions and soft, textured materiality, it begs to be 
hugged like a stuffed teddy bear. And yet, the process of needle-felting 
can be read as a kind of exorcism where, through repetitively stabbing 
and poking the wool fibers in order to bond them together, the maker 
works out the negative effect of being harassed online. This oversized 
heart was hand-made through a time-consuming, labour intensive process 
that serves as a reminder that while online conflict can seem superficial 
and removed, the effect on a person’s psyche can be all too real and 
lasting. 

Throughout I Must Be Streaming, Doody challenges the visitor to be 
critical of the worlds they live in, always questioning what they are seeing 
and experiencing. In many of the works, Doody toys with notions of the 
genuine and the counterfeit, the authentic and the reproduction. While 
Saturated and Heartfelt demonstrate Doody’s honest skill with laborious 
textile processes used in the creation of sophisticated handcrafted 
artworks, in pieces such as Fool’s Gold and Virtually Empty (2020) Doody 
presents conceptual conundrums: simulations of the real and spectacles 
of the fake. 

Virtually Empty is an illusionistic work that can leave the visitor feeling 
lopsided. The bright grin of a meticulously needle-pointed clown has 
been digitally blown-up and distorted. Doody printed the wobbly clown’s 
repeating smirk on a 14 foot length of thick spandex material and draped 
it over an ironing board. The second component of this work hangs 
nearby; a flat representation of a window seen at an angle is cut out of 
aluminum and printed with a reflective 3M-brand vinyl grey checkerboard 
grid. The flat window seems to float, backlit by LED lights. As the visitor 
moves through the space, the window oscillates between flatness and 
three-dimensional perspective and depth. Both of Virtually Empty’s 
components call Hito Steyerl’s concept of the “Poor Image” to mind. For 
Steyerl, the poor image is the digital image that has been degraded over 
its lifetime of being uploaded and downloaded, shared, copied, cut and 
cropped, zoomed in/zoomed out on, reformatted, and reedited. It is the 
image liberated from its ties to the authentic, no longer a referent to any 
real and original object or scene. In Virtually Empty, stitches serve as a 





metaphor for pixels, digitally enlarged and printed via a collection of tiny 
Ben Day dots on the tight weave of the slinky material. Here, Doody asks 
the visitor, what are you looking at? She asks: do you take for granted 
the trustworthiness and authenticity of the visual material you encounter 
in the virtual and physical world every day? The clown leers at the visitor, 
a jester in on the joke, knowing that all facades are a performance of a 
viewer’s expectations, saying more about the viewer than what they are 
looking at. I Must Be Streaming is a meditation for visitors, inviting them 
to reflect on their own desires and attachments, and consider at what 
personal and social cost those dreams and fears come. 

Writer acknowledgements: I am grateful to Erin Wall and Blaze Fraser, both of whom offered 
editorial feedback on this text.

Jorden Doody, i feel u, 2019, Black faux fur, wood, 4’ x 12’, at the Kelowna Art Gallery.

left: Installation of Fool’s Gold and Saturated at the Kelowna Art Gallery.

List of Works by Jorden Doody
i feel u, 2019, Black faux fur, wood, 4’ x 12’
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Saturated, 2020, Digital print on textile, polyester batting, wood, cardboard, 4’ x 4’ x 4’

Networth, 2020, Mural, latex paint, 12’ x 83’

All works in the exhibition are courtesy of the artist. 

The artist gratefully acknowledges the assistance of David Doody, Mat Glenn, Clea Haugo, and 
Dylan Ranney in the completion of the mural Networth.
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